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Introduction

Recent debate started in US observed that over the past decades

Many industries have become increasingly concentrated

Profit margins and firm market power steadily increasing

Profit inequality increased – a few firm rips most returns

Income inequality increased while labour income's GDP share decreased

Has merger policy gone too far in allowing mergers?

Council of Economic Advisers (US, 2016) expressing concerns
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Perception: Quotes from mainstream media

"Markets work best when there is healthy competition 
among business. In too many industries, that competition 
just doesn't exist anymore."

"The rise of the corporate colossus threatens both 
competition and the legitimacy of business."

"From health insurance to internet search, fewer firms 
control more of their markets.”

“Very persistent and very high profit margins are a sign of 
weak competition. […] This is bad for consumers, 
innovation and capital allocation. It is time for antitrust 
regulators to start blocking deals.”
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US: Concentration is increasing

-
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US: Concentration is increasing (HHI)
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Period: 1997-2014. Industries: NAICS 3-digit classification

See Grullon, Larkin and Michaely (2019)



US: Profit share of GDP has skyrocketed

See Barkai (2017): Increase in profit share from around 5% (1990) to 15% (today)
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US and EU: Profit share of GDP is increasing
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US: Economic markups have increased even more

See De Loecker & Eeckhout (2017): This increase in markups implies an increase in the economic profit margin from around 20% (1980s) to 

30% (2000) to 40% (today)
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US: Downward trend in business dynamism
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Europe? OECD (Calligaris et al.) vs Gutierrez and 
Philippon 
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CET ongoing work (1)
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CET ongoing work (2) 

EU5: production weighted C4 distributions in 1998 & 2017

Low- and high-

concentration 

production 

clusters in 2017



CET ongoing work (3)
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Reactions to these trends

There have been many:

… not properly defined antitrust markets

… not suitable data (e.g., fixed costs not taken into account)

… analysis takes market boundaries as given over time (e.g., U.S. census 
data), but markets have become wider with both globalization and 
digitization

…higher concentration must not necessarily be merger-induced, but can 
also stem from efficiencies of superstar firms (they benefit from these 
changes and their efficiency results in high market shares and high profit 
margins)

If you really want to know… Do more ex-posts!
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Implications for merger policy
• The implications can be viewed from two different vantage points:

• Ex-ante perspective: Was competition enforcement too lax and has 
caused market power? Or are there are plausible alternative 
explanations?

• Ex-post perspective: Given that large firms' margins have
considerably increased (and potentially also concentration), what does
it imply for competition policy going forward?
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Implications for merger policy

• Determinants of anticompetitive merger effects:

• … concentration (parties have high market shares)

• … closeness of competition (high diversion ratios)

• … market power (parties have high profit margins)

• In other words: The higher the merging parties' margins in a 
given case, the more likely traditional market share thresholds 
will underestimate competitive effects (all else equal).

• "Is 5-4 the new 4-3"? See Valletti and Zenger (2018).
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Cunningham et al. (2018)

https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/List_of_mergers_and
_acquisitions_by_Alphabet
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Killer mergers

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Alphabet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Alphabet
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Discussion/proposals
• 1. Systematically examine data for acquisitions, price 

paid, nature of business acquired, internal documents 
giving reasons for transactions (academia)

• 2. Value of the transaction is informative for digital:

• Thresholds

• Use evaluation methods to catch pre-emption (large, 
unexplained payments)

• 3. For super-dominant firms, shift the burden of proof 
(larger general debate on structural presumptions):

• Parties should show efficiencies, else adopt an 
anticompetitive presumption 19



Advertising and attention
Move away from anonymous “eyeballs” analogy

Study how hyper-targeted advertising works:

- Markets defined at the individual level (and then apply standard 

economic analysis)

“Attention” markets (Wu, 2018; Prat and Valletti, 2018)
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Importance of overlaps

• - supply-side market shares not always informative

• 4. Look for attention “overlaps”: need micro-
data/surveys 21



Labour share



Labour market concentration

• Analogy with product market concentration: Calculate 
labour market concentration using the Herfindahl-
Hirschman index (HHI).

• Azar et al. (2017) use 2010-2014 job postings data from 
the largest online job board in the United States, 
CareerBuilder.com

• Calculate vacancy shares and HHIs of market concentration 
for over 8,000 labour markets, defined by a combination of 
occupation at the “Standard Occupational Classifications” 
and commuting zone.

• E.g., “accountants in the Philadelphia commuting zone in Q1 
2011”.



Labour market concentration: evidence



Labour market concentration: monopsony

• Findings of Azar et al. (2017):

• On average, labour markets are highly concentrated

• The average HHI is 3,157, well above the 2,500 
threshold for high concentration (US Merger 
Guidelines)

• An increase in HHI is associated with lower wages:

• a 10% increase in concentration leads to a 1% 
decrease in wages

• going from 25th to 75th percentile of concentration 
distribution -> wage down by 17%

• Concentration varies by occupation and city (larger 
cities less concentrated)



Merger policy

• Some rethinking/adaptation of merger policy, without altering 
fundamentals.

• Mergers that threaten wage suppression are horizontal when the 
merging firms compete in the labour market, and this may be true 
whether or not they are competitors in any product market.

• The mechanisms of market definition, measurement of 
concentration, the construction of prima facie cases based on 
concentration effects, and assessments of consumer welfare, can 
readily be adapted to merger cases involving labour markets.



Efficiency defense?

• - Distinguish between purchases of inputs in a 
competitively structured input market (no power to 
suppress amount in output by reducing the price) from 
monopsonistic price suppression (with output decrease).

• - In the case of labour, resorting to quantity or “bulk” 
discounts is probably not a feasible efficiency, because 
each worker sells her/his labour individually.

• - Employers more typically obtain lower wages by 
breaking unions, forcing individual bargaining, rather 
than entering into collective bargaining with them.

• - One could argue that hiring more people can save 
companies some HR costs, but these would show up as 
administrative costs, not as lower wages. Furthermore, 
empirical evidence does not offer strong support for 
economics of scale in hiring.


